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Brands

Rain Design
Producer no.

10076 BLACK

Article no.

RD1007BB
EAN / GTIN

0891607000964

MRP

69,99 €

- Ergonomic table stand for notebooks
- Color variant black
- From one piece of aluminum

- Can be rotated 360 degrees

The classic, now 360 Grad rotatable !!!

It almost lets notebooks float, it looks good and it is healthy for neck and back pain: mStand - that's
the name of the latest sandblasted aluminum notebook stand from Rain Design, Inc. Made from
one piece, the mStand fits perfectly with Apple's MacBook Pro Series, but also cuts a good figure
with any other notebook. The high weight
(1.5 kg!) Ensures a stable stand on the desk.

Sandblasted and silver anodized aluminum, a solid construction and softly curved edges will also
make an impression on your desk. Almost as if in a floating state, each notebook is raised by 15
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centimeters and especially neck, back & co.

With the mStand you can look at the screen of your laptop without having to lower your head. With
an external keyboard and mouse connected to the laptop, your gaze wanders between the input
devices and the screen and keeps your cervical vertebrae in motion.

Due to its construction, the mStand is something like a small air conditioning system for notebooks.
The air circulation between the laptop and the pad is continuously stimulated. Since the notebook
lies slightly at an angle, the warm exhaust air can escape to the rear and draw cooler air from
below. The aluminum of the mStand works as an additional heat sink, which reinforces the effect.

Suitable for MacBook 13.3 "and MacBook Pro 15.4" and 17 ". The mStand is also suitable for all
notebooks up to 26.5 cm contact surface.
Dimensions (W x D x H): 25.3 x 19 x 15 cm
Deep contact surface: 23.7 cm
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